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Abstract
LOGRES 1s a new project for the development
of extended database systems which 1s based
on the integration of the object-oriented data
modellmg paradigm and of the rule-based approach for the speclficatlon of queries and updates
The data model supports generahzatlon hlerarchles and obJect sharing, the rule-based
language extends Datalog to support generalized type constructors (sets, multlsets, and sequences), rule-based integrity constraints are
automatically produced by analyzmg schema
defimtlons
Modulanzatlon
1s a fundamental
feature, as modules encapsulate queries and
updates, when modules are applied to a LOGRES database, their side effects can be controlled
The LOGRES proJect 1s a follow-up of the ALGRES proJect, and takes advantage of the ALGRES programming environment for the development of a fast prototype
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Introduct

ion

The two most promlsmg approaches towards the development of new generation database systems melude obJect orientation and rule-based query languages
[LRVBB,Naqv89],[dMSBB,ABDDMZ89)
Though these two formalisms have been regarded as
m opposltlon, indeed they can be integrated wlthm a
single approach, which selects several compatible features and merges them mto a unique setting
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The feaslblllty
of such an approach has been
shown by many authors, mostly at a theoretical level
[BeerBB,Ablt89,KlWu 89)
This paper presents an overview of LOGRES , a novel
approach to the integration of obJect-orientation and
rule-based programming paradigms for databases The
proJect LOGRES 1s currently under development at
the Pohtecnlco dl Mllano as the follow-up of ALGRES
[CerlBB,CCLLZ89], a main-memory based programming
environment supportmg an Extended Relatlonal Algebra The mam features of LOGRES are summarized as
follows
The LOGRES data model 1s based on the objectorlented approach, it supports classes of objects,
with generahzatlon hierarchies and obJect sharing
These features take advantage of the mtroductlon,
at the instance level, of obJect-Identifiers (olds)
However, the LOGRES data model supports also
conventional and extended relations, similar to
those supported by ALGRES [UllBB,CGT89]
The static structure of a LOGRES database 1s
based on the use of type equatzons, which satisfy
several structural properties, m particular, the consistency of legal database states IS dictated by a
collection of antegtaty constraants, which are automatically built from type equations Integrity constraints are expressed using the standard rule-based
programmmg language
The user language of LOGRES IS rule-based, it extends Datalog to support sets, multlsets, sequences,
Through the
and controlled forms of negation
rule-based paradigm It 1s possible both to perform
queries and updates [Ablt88a]
Further addltlons
to Datalog enable old umficatlon, though olds are
not vlslble to users
The LOGRES system supports modules, a module
1s a collection of type equations and rules In partzcular, the evolutaon of a LOGRES database IS obThis work 1s supported by the Esprit Project P2424,
Stretch, and by the Prolect Logldata+ of the National Research Council of Italy
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tamed through sequences of apphcatrons of update
modules to exrstmg LOGRES database states
When specrfymg the apphcatron of a module to
a LOGRES database, the user specifies the mtended mode ojapplacatron, which dictates the srdeeffects of the module apphcatron on the LOGRES
database, modes of apphcatron mdrcate as well the
particular semantics that should be given to rules
with thus
(e g mflatronary vs non-mllatronary),
mechamsm, LOGRES modules and databases are
parametrrc wath respect to the aemanttca of the rules
they support

ementary types, such as rnteger, atrrng Classes or associations may be extensions of predrcates m the LOGRES
query language, while domams may not, m essence, domams can be used as type constructors, but they are
not first-class crtrsens of the LOGRES world
The drstmctron between classes and assocratrons 1s
needed, for a number of reasons m first place, classes
introduce obJect sharing and inheritance m the LOGRES data model and assocratrons preserve conventional and NF2 relatrons mto rt In addrtron, not all
data items deserve the status of an obJect, m partlcular, results of queries are typically assocratlons Frnally, since elements of a class are always dlstmgmshed
by therr old’s, we do not have the posslbrhty of removmg undesrred duphcates, because a class never contaana
duplrcatea Thus, we need assoclatrons for those computatrons where ehmmatron of duphcates 1s needed (e g
fixpomt computations)

This collectron of novel features makes LOGRES an
ideal setting for testing varrous mnovatrve Ideas, ALGRES provides a fast prototypmg envrronment In particular, the very hberal structure of the closure operatron m ALGRES makes rt possible to change the semantics of rules very easily We plan to prototype LOGRES
upon ALGRES, though rather mefficlently, by mtroducmg the notion of olds above ALGRES
This paper presents the varrous features of the LOGRES prolect the data model (Section 2), the rulebased language (Section 3) and modularlsatlon (Sectron
4) Each sectron IS structured by mcludmg an overview
and a comparison with recent approaches presented m
the literature, which highlights the novel features of LOGRES, formal defimtrons of the data model and the
rule-based language are m Appendrx
2

Data

Model

In this section, we grve a descrrptron of the LOGRES
data model The fundamental chorce of the data model
1s to have both relatrons (called assocaatrons m LOGRES) and classes therefore, LOGRES integrates
value-oriented models for complex oblects, and pure
object-oriented databases Our approach 1s similar to
that of the language IQL of [AbIt
additional LOGRES features mclude multrset and sequence type constructors, the handlmg of multiple mherrtance, the generatron of active referential integrity constraints from
type equations, the use of data functions A more completed comparison with IQL and other approaches 1s
made m Sectron 2 2
2.1 Overview
A LOGRES database includes classes and aaaoctat~ona,
theu schema 1s defined by LOGRES type equatrona
Classes are sets of obJecta, each object has a unique object rdentajier (oad), old’s are managed by the system,
and not vlsrble to users Assocratlons are sets of tuples,
usual NF2 relations are examples of assocratlons ObJects can be shared, at the mstance level, obJect sharing
IS provided by old’s Assocratrons include classes, while
classes cannot include assocratrons, at the mstance level,
this 1sobtained by mcludmg old’s wlthm tuples of assocratrons Tuples are collectrons of attrrbutes and old’s,
legal values for attrrbutes are defined by domarn equatrons These equations may include classrcal burlt-m el-

In a LOGRES database, each domain, assocratron, or
class 1s defined through its own type equataon A type
equatron has the form LHS = RHS where the LHS
1s the name of the type being defined and the RHS 1s a
list of type constructors and other types, each of which
IS a basic type or appears as the LHS of one equation
Names of types m the RHS must be unique, a labellang
mechanasm allows for including two or more occurrences
of the same type m the RHS of one equation, each labeled by a different name Whenever needed, labels can
be used to drstmgursh among two or more occurrences
of the same type m the RHS of type equations
Type equations express the notion of domaan refinement the domain of the type on the LHS 1s a subset of
the domain of the type constructed on the RHS Thus,
every type equation defines the schema and the domaan
of the LHS type, namely the structure of its elements
and the values that are compatible with the schema, further, type equatrons also drctate the actaue domaan, or
anstance, of the LHS type, namely the set of elements
of that type present m a grven state of the database
The active domam 1s the range of the lmphcrt quantlfiers present mto a rule This assumption IS very useful
when we have negated hterals m the RHS of a rule we
assume that variables which are only present m negated
hterals be restricted to then current actrve domam
If the class T2 1s referenced m the RHS of the type
equation of the class Tl, then at the mstance level we
Impose that the old of the obJect of type T2 must be
set to that of an exlstmg object of the class T2 (whrch
1s ensured by the system through an actaue referential
antegraty conatraant), or be the nal value, whrch 1sa legal
value for old’s of any type In contrast, we do not accept
nal old’s within assoclatlons each assoclatlon mstance
must refer to ezaatang objects
Types can be built by using the followmg type constructors
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a
b
c
d

TUPLE (or record) constructor
0,
SET constructor {},
MULTISET (set with dupbcates) constructor
SEQUENCE (ordered set) constructor <>

cl
Generalization

[]

A tuple constructor allows mtroducmg internal labels
mto type defimtlons, for mstance If we want the internal
record (T2,T3) to be labeled N, we have T = (Tl, N
(T2, T3))
Example
2.1
The following type equatrons define
the schema of a football database Note that Score 1s a
complex domain burlt as a tuple of two Integer values,
each Player can have a set of roles, a Team mcludes a
sequence of base-players and a set of substitutes Player
and Team are modeled by classes, while Game 1s modeled by an assoclatron
Domains

section

NAME = STRING
ROLE = INTEGER
DATE = STRING
SCORE = (INTEGER,

INTEGER)

Classes section
PLAYER = ( NAME, ROLES { ROLE } )
TEAM = ( TEAM-NAME,
BASE-PLAYERS
< PLAYER >,
SUBSTITUTES
{ PLAYER } )
Aesociation

GAME
TEAM,

, G-TEAM

0
Set valued functions (cfr [AbGr88]) are included m
LOGRES, as a shorthand notatron for assocratrons A
functron 1s declared as follows
F
Tl 7’2
where TI and T2 are previously defined types, and T2
1s a set type, 1 e T2 = {Ta} for some type T3 Nullary
functions (functions with 0 arguments) can be used for
namang the extensron of a type

2.2

Comparison

with

related

approaches

NF2 models have mtroduced structural complezaty
wrthm value-based models, In contrast, obJect-orrented
data models have introduced the concepts of adentaty,
obJect aharang, anheratance Both these mgredlents have
been selected for the LOGRES data model
Several
works treat these models and then declarative semantrcs
formally, the LOGRES data model follows and extends
the ideas of [KV84,Mar86,KrWu 89,Abrt89]

section

JUNIOR { PERSON }
member(X,Junior) + person(X,
18

relationships)

Object
sharing
1s used whenever the type equatron
of a class contams another class mto Its RHS An object
may be contamed into one or more obJecta, as illustrated
by the followmg example
PROFESSOR = (PERSON, COURSE,
SCHOOL)
SCHOOL = (NAME, ADDRESS, KIND,
DEAN PROFESSOR)
Assoclatlons cannot contam other assocratlons Thus,
the RHS of type equations of assocratlons may only melude classes or domams

Example
2.2 As an example, we declare the function CHILDREN, based upon the assocratron PARENT,
as follows (we anticipate from the next sectron the rule
defining the functron’s body)
Functiona
section
CHILDREN
PERSON { (PERSON, BDATE) }
member(T,CHILDREN(X))
+
PARENT (FATHER X,CHILD Y, BDATE Z),
T=(PERSON Y, BDATE Z)
An example of nullary functron 1s the followmg
Fkmctions

(iea

Multiple
inheritance
1s also allowed, namely, the
possrbrhty of declarmg a class as a subset of two or more
classes However, we only allow multiple inheritance
among classes which share a common ancestor, as we
do not postulate the exrstence of a umversal class As a
consequence of this constraint, the universe of all old’s 1s
partitioned mto disJomt subsets, such that each subset 1s
the root of a (possrbly empty) generahzatron hierarchy
A renaming pohcy 1sprovided m order to solve conflrcts
m multiple mherltance

section

= ( H-TEAM
TEAM
DATE, SCORE)

hierarchies

are extabhshed between classes with the usual meanmg
A generalmatron 1s expressed m the type defimtlons by
adding the statement TI asa T2, which means that each
object of the class Tl also belongs to the class T2, hence,
the class Tl 1s a subset of the class T2 For mstance,
the followmg type equations provide a legal defimtron
of a generallsatlon hrerarchy, m whrch, by vrrtue of the
classic mhentance property, we may regard BDATE and
ADDRESS as propertres of STUDENT
PERSON = (NAME, BDATE, ADDRESS)
STUDENT = (PERSON, SCHOOL)
STUDENT rsa PERSON
Labels may be needed to drstmgulsh among several mstances of the same type m the RHS of a type equatron,
for instance
EMPL = (emp PERSON, manager PERSON)
EMPL emp ISA PERSON
At the mstance level, we model generahzatlon hlerarchres by msertmg the old’s of sub-classes wrthm the old’s
of the super-class Thus, If John 1s a student, he has a
unique old which 1s used both wlthm the PERSON and
the STUDENT classes

age A), A 5
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Dlfferences between the first three approaches and the
LOGRES data model are evident LOGRES has strong
typmg and allows statlcal type-checking, as m the relational model, there 1s a clear separation of the notron
of instance and schema Instead, m [Mar86,KrWu 891
there 1sno mstance-schema separation, query languages
m the above proposals can be consedered as untyped
LOGRES 1s also drfferent with
extensrons of Prolog
respect to “flat” object-oriented data models such as
(KV84], because rt includes assoclatlons and complex
type constructors
LOGRES shares the same basrc assumptions as IQL
[Abrt89], but rt doffers m a number of features LOGRES uses data functrons, whrch have been mtroduced wrth two mam purposes performing nestmg and
unnestmg operations (see example 3 2 below), and allowing a more drrect apphcatron of anheratance polymorphaam (cfr [CardSa]) I n contrast, IQL uses obJect rdentitles for mampulatmg set types, and thus leads, m our
opmron, to less readable and declarative programs In
LOGRES, umon types are not present and mherrtance
1s handled duectly, m IQL mherrtance 1s handled mdrrectly, through umon types Finally, LOGRES extends
the use of type constructors to multlsets and sequences

Rule-Based

3

Laterals may also include constants, of approprrate
domams, constants are labeled by then type name
Unification
1s legal between constants and variables
of compatible types, two types are compatible If one IS
obtained as a refinement (see Appendrx A) of the other
one Suppose a tuple variable rs used wrthm a predlcate and also the old and other ordinary variables are
named Then, when the old and ordinary variables get
bound, the same bmdmgs are propagated to the corresponding arguments of the tuple variable Not all the
arguments of a predrcate need to be present m a rule,
however, no literal without arguments 1s allowed, If rt
refers to a non-0 argument predicate We will discuss
safety requrrements below
Example
3.1
Consider the followmg set of type
equations (where domam declaratrons are omitted)
Classes set tion
PERSON = (NAME, ADDRESS)
SCHOOL = (NAME, ADDRESS, KIND,
DEAN (PROFESSOR))
STUDENT = (PERSON, STUDSCHOOL
SCHOOL)
PROFESSOR = (PERSON, COURSE,
PROFSCHOOL
SCHOOL)
STUDENT Isa PERSON
PROFESSOR Isa PERSON

Language

The rule part of LOGRES 1s a typed extension of Datalog, intended to be complete both for queries and up
dates Features of the rule-based language mclude a
determmlstrc semantics, negation m the body and m
the head of rules, data functrons, complex (typed) vanables and creatron of objects through the mventron of
new old’s Two drfferent semantrcs can be assrgned to
LOGRES programs, thus obtaining two different (mflatlonary and nonmtlatlonary)
languages, m this paper,
we describe only the mflatlonary semantics The expressive power of these languages 1sstudred m [Ablt88a]
(where also the nondetermmrstrc case 1sconsidered) and
then prop&lea are investigated m [AbSr89]
3.1

section
ADVISES = (PROFESSOR, STUDENT)
The followmg are examples of legal LOGRES predicate
occurrences
Association

1 person(name Smith, address X)
2 person (self X)
3 person(X)
4 person(name X,Y,self 2)
5 school(dn-ector(self X))
6 advlses(professor X)
7 professor(X)
The followmg varrables and constants umfy
1 Variable X m lme 4 and constant Smrth m lme 1
2 Varrable Y m lme 4, variable X m lme 3, variable X
m lme 6, and variable X m lme 7,
3 Varrable Z m lme 4, varrable X m hne 2, and variable
X in line 5 Cl

Overview

The structure of a LOGRES rule 1s the followmg
LCLl,

,Ln

where L, L1, , L, represent posrtrve and negated hterah., each hteral may mclude variables of three kinds

The above example has shown that all arguments of
predicates can be referenced by appropriate use of labels
and parentheslzatlon
In an assoclatron Tl which has a class T2 mto its type
equation, we can reference the class Tz erther through
an old or by a tuple variable, thus, the followmg cases
are equivalent

a Ordmary, typed variables, they are labeled by then
type name
b Old variables, defined only m the context of a predicate correspondmg to a class These variables are
labeled by the language keyword self Values of
these varrables are not vlsrble to the user
c Tuple varrables, correspondmg to collectrons of ordinary and old variables In particular, tuple varrables defined for a class include the old of the class,
though this part 1s not vlsrble to the user These
varrables are not labeled

Association
section
PAIR = (P-NAME NAME,

pazr(X, X)
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d-

S-NAME NAME)

pro jessor(X1, name X),
student(Yl,name
X),

pazr(X, X)

4-

advtaea (Xl, Y 1)
projeaaor(aelj
Xl, name X),
atudent(aelj
Yl, name X),
adrnaea (Xl, Y 1)

AS usual, unsafe rules can be detected at compllatlon
time
LOGRES includes a comprehensive list of built-m
predicates to handle complex terms, (like, for example, Member, Unaon, Count, etc see [CCCTZSS] for
a complete hat) Though built-m predicates do not add
expressive power to the language and could actually be
simulated by using ordmary functions and rules, they
greatly improve the readability and conciseness of LOGRES programs
Built-m predicates are untyped every variable which
occurs m a built-m predicate must also occur elsewhere
m the rule, m an ordinary predicate to become typed
However, types of variables or constants used as arguments of b&-m
predicates should be consistent (for
instance, the union of two sets Sl and S2 IS legal only
If the two sets are compatible), type checking may be
done at compllatlon time
Fmally, LOGRES provides conventional
budt-m
predicates for equality and arithmetical operations and
comparisons

Notice that variables Xl and Yl are tuple variables m
the former case, old variables m the latter
A particular mterpretatlon of old variables must be
given with generalazataon haerarchaea Let Cl and C2
be classes with compatible types and consider the rule
Cl(Y) t- C2(X) Here two cases are possible
a Neither Cl aaa C2 nor C2 aaa Cl hold, then, the
rule IS considered legal, for each object of class C2,
a new object of class Cl IS created, with the same
values as those of C2 and with a new old
b Either Cl zaa C2 or C2 aaa Cl hold, then, smce
two obJecta in a generahzatlon hierarchy must have
the same old, Y 1s unified with X
Consider now the rule Cl(X)
+. C2(X)
This rule
1s regarded as incorrect, unless either Cl aaa C2 or
C2 taa Cl Indeed, two obJecta cannot have the same
old If they do not belong to the same generahsatlon hierarchy

Example
3.3
The followmg programs computes
the poweraet of the elements of the relation R through
the built-m predicates Append and Unaon
Associations
section
R=(D)
POWER=(SET
{D})

Recursive rules are written m the usual way Recursion and data functions can be used to create nested
relations, as In the followmg example

Rules set tion

Example 3.2
We want to build an assoclatlon between a person and the set of his descendants

Power(X)
Power(X)
Power(X)

Associations
section
PARENT=(PAR
PERSON, CHIL PERSON)
ANCESTOR=(ANC
PERSON,DES {PERSON})

+

X={}

+
c

R(Y), &pend(O, Y x)
Power(Y), Power(Z),
Unaon(X, Y, 2)

q

Functions
section
DESC
PERSON member(X, deac(Y))
member(X, deac(Y))

As previously mentloned, it 1s possible to generate
anvented old’s through the use of rules with unbound
variables on the LHS As observed m [Ma186], universal
quantlficatlon over such varlables does not make sense,
since we want to create a single tuple each time the rule
1s fired, therefore, It was suggested that such variables
should be exlstentlally quantified Thus, m a LHS like
, Tn Xn) where Y 1s unbound,
p(aelj
Y,TZ Xl,
the correct quantlficatlon should be (t/Xl
Xn)(3Y)
Many authors ([Ma186,Beer88]) argue that the choice
of the quantification m rules with invented olds cannot
be chosen solely on the basis of the synctactlc structure
of the rule Consider the antereatang paar (IP) example
([MaldG,KlWu 891)

{PERSON}
+
+

parent(par
Y, chzl X)
parent(par
Y, chal Z),
membet(X, T),
T = deac(2)

Rules section
anceator(anc

X,dea

Y)

+

parent(par
X),
Y = deac(X)

q

The safety requirements m LOGRES are stated as
follows
1) The old variable of the LHS predicate may be unbound, this causes the generatlon of an anvented
old

zp(aelj

X, emp E,
mgr M)

+

emp(E, name N, works
dept (D, deptmgr M),
emp(M, name N)

D),

The intended meaning of this rule IS that a pair
employee-manager 1s interesting If the name of an em-

2) All other LHS predicate arguments must also be
present on the RHS
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ployee is the same as the name of the manager of his
department It is argued m [KrWu89] that m this case
the correct quantlficatron rs (VE,VM, 3X,VN)
The
quantticatron
(VE, VM, VN, 3X) also happens to work
here only because E and M functronally determme N
Should this not be the case, the two quantifications
would yreld different results
To solve quantification
problems, like the one proposed above, LOGRES provides the use of assocratrons , which enable explicit control over the ebmmatron of dupbcates Therefore, the
above example can be written as follows
Example

computmg rt as a whole still under mflatlonary semantics Stratification m LOGRES plays the same role as
aequentaal compoaatson m [Abit
3.2

section:

PAIR = (EMPLOYEE,
Classes

with

related

approaches

The mam features of the LOGRES rule-based language
are the determmistrc bottom-up strategy of computation, strong typing, the use of mflatronary semantics
to introduce a lumted form of control
These aspects
mark the difference from preceding proposal like LDL
[Naqv89] or NAIL’ [Morr86], slmdar features are present
m RDLl [dMS88], which does not support classes or
complex obJects, and m IQL [Abrt89] Though the most
mnovatrve proposals of LOGRES regard modularization
and updating facdltres, a number of important extensions with respect to above languages can be listed

5.4

Associations

Comparison

MANAGER)

section:

IP = PAIR

The use of tuple variables to enrich the expresslveness of rules when dealmg with obJects,

Rules section:

The mtroductron of active referential mtegrlty constraints generated by type equations,

paar(emp E,
mgr M)

v(x,

Cl

+

4-

emp(E, name N, works
dept(D, depmgr M),
emp( M, name N)
paar(C)

The mtroduction of data functions to build nested
terms and collections,

D),

A different mterpretatlon of the EDB, which 1s not
regarded as an instance of the database A database
state is the triple (E, R, S) the set of tuples extenslonally stored, the rules (which define more facts),
and the schema of the database The database mstance is the result of applying the rules R to E

q

Negative hterals m the rule heads are interpreted as
tuple deletions Such an extension is required for two
reasons First , a construct allowmg exphcit deletions
appears desirable m an update language Second, the
language extends greatly its expressive power, achieving
the same power as its procedural counterparts Example
of negative hterals m rule head are shown m section 4
Given a set of ground facts E (extensional database)
and a program R over schema S = (C,aaa), which
also mcludes the rules generated as active referential mtegrlty constramts (see 2 l), its determmistlc mtlatlonary semantics 1s a binary relation 7(R) between sets of
facts E and instances I of S Intmt:vely, the pan (E, I)
belongs to 7(R) If I is the result obtained by applying
the semantics to the extensional anput E The instances
I m 7(R) are obtamed as the anflataonary fizpoant
7” (R, E) This operator works on sets of facts, each
application of the transformation yields one step of the
sequence F” = E, F1, F2,
,F”(R,E)
= Y’VW
The mflatlonary determlmstlc semantics is used to give
Fora umform semantics to all LOGRES programs
mal details can be found m Appendix B Note that,
due to the use of negation and data functions, stratdfication properties may be considered m order to obtam
the model mtended by the user If we use inflationary
semantics within each stratum of a stratified program,
this yields the perfect model semantics Whenever the
program 1s not stratified with respect to negation or
data functions, it can also be assigned a meaning, by

Modules,

Queries,

and Updates

The LOGRES approach to updates preserves the declarative semantics of rules and puts all the control strategy mto modules Modules partrtron the rules of the
database mto several parts, by selectmg the option of
application of a module, the effect on the database can
be changed Goals can be specified within each module
In this section we first define the effect of the apphcatron of a module on a database mstance, then we show
how to use this method to accomplish several kmds of
updates, finally, we compare our approach to others
4.1

Modules

To any consistent database state (E,, Ro, So) corresponds an instance IO such that (EC,,10) belongs to the
semantics 7(Ro)
A module m LOGRES is a triple
(RM, SM, GM), where RM is a set of rules, 53~ is a set
of type equations, GM 1s a goal A module can be applied to the database to obtain a new instance 11 The
effect of module applrcatron 1stwofold it may transform
the underlying mitral database state (Eo, Ro, SO), yleldmg a new state (El, RI, Sl), and provide an answer to
the user’s goal GM The new database state generates
an mstance 11 such that (El, II) belongs to 7(R1)
A LOGRES module M defines a partial mappmg M
from database instances to database instances
M is
partial, as it is undefined over instances for which 11
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1s mconslstent The appllcatlon of a LOGRES module
M to a database state (Eo, &, So) 1s legal If the lnlflal sfate 18 conslstenf, and the msfance 11 = A(&,) 1s
defined The apphcatlon of a module M to a database
state 1s qualified by an optaon 0, which Indicates the
side effects that the module apphcatlon should produce
on the database state The option 0 has s1x possible
values

4.2

Updating

a LOGRES

database

instance

As pointed out m Section 3 1, the anatance I of a LO-

GRES database 1s not fully extensional
A fact which
belongs to I may either be present m the set of extensional facts E (which 18 the peraaatent EDB), or be
Inferable from rules of the program R (which 1sthe peraaatent IDB) Both E and R can be changed by applymg
modules A predicate P (class or assoclatlon) can be defined partly extenslonally (because has tuple m E) and
partly mtenslonally (by means of rules m R) A fact
j which belongs to E 1s also present m I unless it 1s
expllcltly negated by some rule m R It, 1s also possible
that the fact j be andapendently inferable by some rule
m R

RIDI - Rule Inuaraant Data Invaraant Such a module corresponds to an ordmary query the type
equations SM are added to the mltlal type equations So, the rules RM are added to the rules
&, and the goal GM 1s evaluated over Ro U RM,
agamst the extensional database EO The database
state does not, change after this operation El =
Eo, Rl = Ro, Sl = S,,
l
RADI - Rule Addataon Data Invaraant Such a module 1s used to add new rules to the persistent mtenslonal database The result of the apphcatlon of
such a module to the state (Eo, R,,, So) IS the following El = EC,, RI = Rc,URM, S1 = SOUSM, If
this new state 1s consistent Otherwise the update
1s reJected since the new Instance 1, = M(Io) 1s
undefined The module apphcatlon (lf consistent)
may also provide an answer to the goal GM, as m
the RID1 case
l
RDDI - Rule Deletaon Data Invaraant This optlon
1s used to delete rules from the persistent mtenslonal database The result, 1s slmllar to the RADI
case El = Eo, RI = Ro - RM, S1 = SO - SM,
11 = M(lo) 1s such that (El,Il)
belongs to 7(R1),
If this new state 1s consistent
l
RIDV - Rule Invaraant Data Varaant Such a module 1sonly used to update the EDB The other components of the new database state are defined as
follows s1 = SO u SM(EDB),
RI = &, where
SM(EDB)
denotes the part of type equations m
SM describing new types added to the EDB Thus,
the new rules are not added to the persistent IDB
El 1s computed by applymg the update rules RM
to Eo No goal answer IS provided
l
RADV - Rule Addataon Data Varaant Such a module 1s used to add new rules to the database, and to
perform an update to the EDB
As above, El 1s
computed by applymg update rules RM to Eo, and
we further have S’1 = SO U SM, RI = RO U RM
No goal answer IS provided
l
RDDV - Rule Deletaon Data Varaant Such a module 1s used to delete rules from the database, and
to perform an update to the EDB
Here we have
El = Eo - EM, where EM IS the set, of facts
obtamed as instance of (0, RM)
We also have
S1 = So - SM, R1 = R. - RM
II = M(Io)
IS such that (El, II) belongs to 7(R1), rf this new
state 1s consistent No goal answer IS provided
Note that, m the last three options, there IS no goal
answer, thus the goal GM must, not be specified
l

We now describe how this mechamsm can be used
to accomphsh the followmg operations
materlahzmg
the database instance I, adding and deleting tuples,
updatmg extensional relations, updating derived relatlons, stating integrity constramts, and stating active
constramts
Materializing
the instance
The tradltlonal deductive database approach, m which the EDB and the
IDB do not overlap, 1s generalized by LOGRES it 1s
sufficient to keep the sets of predicates defined m E and
m R dlsJoint RID1 or RADI modules will be used to
address queries to the database
LOGRES also generalizes the approach m which rules
are used as tnggers to mamtam database conslatency
We can obtain the same sltuatlon m LOGRES by declarmg all the rules m R as RIDV the effect, IS to have
E = I This can either be done as a general database
strategy, or dynamically at a particular moment of the
hfetlme of the database Then, the extensional part E
will comclde with the instance I

Adding and deleting tuples
Insertion and deleA module with
tion of tuples m E 1s straightforward
RIDV option will be used, addltlon of tuples requires
rules with posltlve heads, deletion of tuples rules with
negative heads The program R 1s left unchanged, and
~111automatlcally include m the mstance I the new tuplea m El and also tuples generated as active referential
integrity by rules m R, which act as triggers, as m the
followmg example
Example

4.1 Suppose that EO = {Italaan(Sara)},

&=0
If we add a module with the RIDV option, and
RM = {Itakan(Luca)
+,
Roman(Ugo) +,
Itakan(X)
+ Roman(X)}
The outcome IS
El = I1 = {Itaban(Sara),
Itakan(Luca),
Italaan(Ugo),
Roman(Ugo)}
q
Updating
extensional
relations
The RIDV option 1s also used to update tuples m E without changmg
R, as m the followmg example
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Example 4.2 Let So Include the assoclatron P =
anteger, 02
anteger) and let Eo =
Pl
We want to add 1 to
(~(1, 1) p(2,2) p(3,3) p(4,4)}
the second field of all the tuples whrch have an even
first field We use the followmg module, with RIDV
tion

Their evaluaexample + Tmarrzed(X), dzuorced(X)
tron wrll result m an mconsrstency d the database state
satisfies the body Also passive constraints can be meluded permanently m R (RADI option) or used m the
body of a transaction (RID1 optron)

op

4.3 Comparison
with related
approaches
The most crrtlcal problem of deductive databases 1sthat
of merging update features m a declarative language
Smce update = logsc + control, many authors agree on
the need of mtroducmg some form of control without
moving to the all-procedural solutron of oblect-oriented
languages and databases (cfr [AbrtBBb])

Association
section
MOD=(Dl
Integer, D2 integer)
p(D1

X, 02

2)

+

mod(D1

X, 02

2)

+

-p(Y)

+

p(D1 X,D2
Y),
even(X), 2 = Y + 1,
-~mod(Dl
X,D2
Y)
p(D1 X,D2
Y),
even(X), 2 = Y + 1,
~mod(Dl
X, 02 Y)
p(Y, Dl X), even(X),
mod(Y)

Several ways of mtroducmg control have been proposed Updates m the body of rules have been considered m the logic programming commumty
In this
case the control wrll correspond to the control strategy
of resolutron m a topdown evaluatron of rules Thrs
idea 1s used m languages like LDL [Naqv89] and DLL
[MaWa87], the latter being based on the formahsm of
dynamic logic Here, control 1s inherently nondetermmrstrc The language allows the bmdmg of values m updates to results of querres and vice versa, and the mrxmg
of query part and update part m rule bodies can be used
to express pre- and post-condrtrons These languages allows recursion m update procedures Termmatron IS not
guaranteed However, their expressrve power 1s hmlted
by the lmpossrbrhty of changmg the actrue donaan of
the database, due to the lack of features srmrlar to the
invention of values
The second way of mtroducmg control 1s based upon
a bottom-up evaluatron of rules and will lead to updates m the head of rules Inflationary or stratrfied semantics estabhsh some rmplrcrt control strategy, which
can be made exphcrt by using a rule algebra, like that
of [ImNaBB] Th 1s class of languages can have determmrstlc or nondetermmlstrc semantics and mcludes DL
(AbltBBa], and RDLl [dMS88] DL 1s a theoretrcal proposal of an update language wrth invented values but
without exphcrt deletions m the head In [AbltBBa] DL
1s shown to be nondetermmrstrc update complete, m
the sense that rt can express every mappmg between mstances of the database RDLl 1s also nondetermmlstlc,
rt also allows deletions m the head but Invented values
are not present, the language 1s therefore not complete
m the sense described above

This program yields the result
El = {P(l, 1) P(2,3) P(3,3) P(495)) q
Updating
derived relations
Varrous strategres for
updatmg derrved relations are feasrble m the LOGRES
framework
l

l

l

The user defines rules to delete or modrfy the (extensional) premises of the rules of R definmg the
relatron to be updated
A module with RIDV 1s
used m this case
A new defimtlon of the relatron we want to up
date 1s written m a module RADV The module
mcludes also rules with negatrve heads which mhrbrt the derrvatron of old tuples New defimtrons
thus overrule the old ones
As above but the old rule 1s deleted Thus 1s the
cleanest way of updatmg an mtenslonal relation,
and can be accomphshed as follows
- the relation to be updated 1s materrahsed by
making RIDV the rules which define rt
- old rules are (partly) deleted by makmg them
RDDV facts deriving from them are deleted

The LOGRES approach 1s characterized by the following points
- Logac 1sm rules and control m modules Then mode
of application drctates the effect on the database
state Inflatronary semantrcs 1s used to give a umform semantics which 1s as much declaratrve as possible
- Drfferently from other proposals, a predicate can be
defined partly mtensronally and partly extensronally In ordmary deductive databases the extensronal relations are the anput, and the rules are used

- new rules are added m a RADI module (or m
RADV module to change E)
Constraints
We call actaue constraints those which
preserve the database consrstency by adding or deleting tuples Passave constramts are those whrch must
be verrfied m order to ensure database consrstency We
already saw that type equations contrrbute to generate
mtegrrty constramts Additional active constramts can
be mcluded m R by usmg RADV modules or can be
used at any moment with a RIDV module Passrve constraints are rules wrth an empty head (den&),
like for
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for defining views and for consistency checkmg In
LOGRES, facts and rules are the two startpomts
from which the current database state 1s derived
This mechamsm, though of lower level, 1s powerful
and computatlonally simple when updating derived
relations, checkmg database mtegrrty, defining actaue constraints, etc , as illustrated by examples m
Sectlon 4 2

Cattaneo, L Gasperml, P Tavazzam, G Torrente, I
Zaffama, who are currently rmplementmg several features of LOGRES as part of thev thesis
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Conclusions

A LOGRES prototype IS m progress at Pohtecmco dl
Mllano Its lmplementatlon uses ALGRES, an extended
relational language which supports complex obJects,
extended relational operations and fixpomt operators
Translation of the LOGRES data model mto the relatlonal one 1s described m [Ca90]
The LOGRES project mtegrates database management with rule-based and object-oriented concepts, takmg advantage of recent work on the formahzatlon of
logic-based languages for supportmg complex obJects,
object identity, and object sharmg
We believe that
the mam merit of LOGRES 1s to present a coherent
proposal, provldmg a rich set of data modellmg concepts, an expressive and powerful rule-based language,
and the modularlzatlon mechanisms to provide encapsulation and hiding, m particular by controllmg the effects
of updates
Future work will be m the followmg dlrectlons,
l

l

l

l

6

We will further refine the LOGRES language, m
particular the features related to modularlzatlon
and updates We will investigate consistency conditions on module apphcatlons, and translation
of user-defined updates mto module apphcatlon
We ~111 also evaluate how effectively the notions
of methods and of encapsulation, which are very
popular m obJect-oriented systems, are supported
wlthm LOGRES
We will continue the prototypmg
top of ALGRES

of LOGRES on

We will evaluate the expressiveness of LOGRES
for building apphcatlons, by performmg some case
studies
We will consider developmg a complete programmmg environment for LOGRES, with tools sup
portmg the design, debuggmg, and momtormg of
LOGRES databases and programs, and we ~111mvestlgate the methodological Issues mvolved m deslgnmg apphcatlons using LOGRES
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definition

Definition
S. An oad aaaagnment 1s a function A
which associates, with each C m C, a finite subset of 0,
1 e , a finite set of old’s
Given an old assignment r, each type 7 1s assigned a
set [71r m the followmg way
[D]tr = [W)]lr
[I]37 = I [S], = S [Cl, = +)

of the data model

We assume the existence of three disJomt sets of names
the set A of assocaatwn names, and the set C of class
names, the set D of domaan names The set l of label, (or attrabute) names may share elements with the
other sets of names We also assume the existence of
the elementary types I (Integer numbers) and S (finite
strings) 2

[(Ll

* 71,

, Lk

Tk)]n

=

{t

{Ll,

,Lk}

-

a=1

{7}]= = {X 1 X C [r],, and X 1s finite }
= {X 1X 1s a finite set of couples composed by an
I [&
element of [71r and an occurrence integer number n}
is a finite sequence of elements from
<7>],={W]W
I4s)
Note that, by definition, [$, [S],, and [Din are always
independent of ‘lr

Definition
1. The set T of LOGRES type descraptors (or, bnefly, types) 1s specified as follows

a I, S, D, C are types, where C E C, D E D
b

5 72,/c

The notions that follow lead to the concept of LOGRES anstance
We assume the existence of a countable set 0, whose
elements are called object adentafiera or oad’s

Prancaples of Databases
JD
and Knowledge-Base
Systems Volume I,

Computer
1988

T

5) 71 has the form {ri},
72 has the form (~4) and
r; -i r;
6)
~1 has the form IT;], 72 has the form [ri] and
7.; 5 r;
7) r1 has the form < ri >, 72 has the form < rl >
and ri 5 ~4

Morris,

[Naqv89]

DuCuA-

1s a pair

associating, with each domam, class, or assoclatlon
asa 18 a partial order over
name, its type descriptor
C, called asa haerarchy Furthermore, the followmg condltlons hold
- For each domain D, the type descriptor C(D) does
not contain any class name
- If Cl and C2 are class names and Cl zsa C2, then
Cl 5 C2 according to the followmg definition
A type 71 1s a refinement of a type 72 (wrltten ~1 5 72)
lff one of these condltlons holds
1) 71EDUCU{I,S}andT1=r2
2) 71 E D u C and x(71) 5 72
3) 71,~ E C and x(71) 5 x(72)
4) ~1 has the form (L, n,,), (1 5 a I P) and 72 has
L, =
the form (Lk 7z,b), (1 2 a < q), q 5 p and Vki"a

PODS
[LRVBB]

of LOGRES

rk) 1s a type (a tuple type), where
(Ll
n, ,Lk
K 2 0, the L,‘s are dlstmct labels from f and the

7,‘s are types

Definition
4. An Instance I of a schema (C, zsa) 1s
a triple (p, 1~,v) where
- ‘lr 1s an old assignment for C, such that
a) If C aaa C’, then r(C) E r(C’)

c If 7 1s a type, then {T} IS a type (a set type)
20ther elementary types (e g reals) may also be added
d required
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b) If r(C) m(C’) # 0 then there exists C” E C such
that C asa C” and C’ asa C”
- v is a partial function
o I+ v(o) such that IIc(~)v(o) E [C(C)ln for all
C ruch that o E r(C) v 1scalled the o-value assagnment
of 0
- p, called the aaaocaataon assagnment for A, 1s a
(partial) function
p
A t+ p(A) 2 [C(A)],, such that p(A) 1s finite
v 1ssuch that If C’ occurs m C(C), where C E C, then
Vo E s(C),ILyv(o)
E [iE(C
If C’ occurs m C(A),
where A E A, then Vt E p(A),&,t
E [C(C’)ln
This
the condltlon which ensures the referential constramt
between C and C’
Note that the uniqueness of the value of the function
Y ensures that to each old corresponds a umque o-value
in I

B

Semantics

of LOGRES

constants of d(X) are present m F
et/C E c, e(c) = {S I s E SF(C))
OVA E A, 64 = {u I u E m(A))

4h,

VP

E b’E(P)

=

{(al,

programs

VP E C,7rE(P)
S,%

,4

S #

= {S

1%)

,A

w(S)

Definition
8 Given a rule r, and a valuation domam VD(R, F), a valuataon map q(b(r)) associates,
with each of the elements b(r) of VD(R, F) , a valuation of the variables and constants m the head of r m
the followmg way
Vk E head(r), q(b(r))k = k
VX E head(r)
a) If X 1s m the body of r, then q(b(r))X = B(X)
b) If X occurs as the Self of a class type C, and C 1s
the predicate m the head of r, and X does not appear
m the body of r then q(b(r))X IS m 0 - “F(C) In this
case, q(b(r))X 1s unique for each valuation domam
c) If X IS of a class type C, and C 1snot the predicate
m the head of r, and X appears m the head but not in
the body of r, then v(b(r))X = nzl
Fmally, If X1 and X2 appear m the head but
not m the body of rl and r2 respectively, with
~(&(body(rl)))Xl
= q(&(body(r2))X2
# nil, then It
must be that rl = r2, X1 = X2 and 81 = 02 This
condltlon ensures that the same valuation map be not

E

nal A P(aelf

= (S,%,

,‘y,)

, $k))

Definition
7 Given a set of facts F and a set of
rules R, we define the valuataon domaan VD(R, F) as
VD(R, F) = {b(r) I r E R,30 valuation on F such
that ( b(r) = #(body(r)),
F i= b(r), and there 1s no 0’ such that 0’ 1s an extension of 6’ and F j= t9’(head(r))) v (r 1s a fact and
b(r) = 0))
The slgmficance of the valuation domam 1sthat If one
thinks of F as the “current state,, , then each (r, 0) contributes to augmentmg F Thus, the valuation-domain
1s the set of ‘valuated bodies” that partlclpate m the
derlvatlon of new facts The ground facts can be added
to F either usmg old old’s and constants, or mventmg
old’s

E ~9

VP E c, vs E 7rE(P)
fYS,%,

qw,

,%I)

= (%),

Definition
6 Given a set of facts F, with an assoc~ated triple (SF, PF, I+), and a valuation 0 of F, defined
on terms tl and t2, and given hterals tl(t2) and tl = t2,
we have
1) F I= Ws))
If $2) E $1)
2) F k O(t, = t2) tie@,) = O(t,)
3) F l= +h(t,))
lw2)
e e(h)
4) F k em
= t2)) of e(t,) z e(h)
We say that F satasfies the considered literal, with
respect to the valuation 0 If p IS a built-m predicate,
IS t rue according to the ordinary
F k e(dh)) IfP(w))
sense of the built-m predicate p For mstance, suppose
p 1s the predicate unaon and tl 1s the tuple (X, Y,Z)
Then, F + B(unaon(X, Y, 2)) lff O(Z) = O(X) u O(Y)
Given a rule r and a valuation B, we can consider the
apphcatlon of 0 to the hterals of r Then, we say that
F k O(body(r)) lff F sat 1sfi es all the hterals m the body
of r, with respect to 6’

We now formally define the inflationary fixpomt operator of a program using valuations, satlsfactlon and
the one step mflatlonary operator [Ablt89]
This operator works on sets of facts, each apphcatlon of
the transformation
yields one step of the sequence
F” = E , F’ 1F2 1 , F”(R,E)
= yw(R, E)
To
each F’ IS associated a triple (PF,, ?TF#,VF,), The
triple
(PFW , my, YF~), correspondmg to the fixpomt
F” (R, E), If It exists, 1s an instance I of the schema
of S The termmatlon
of this computation
1s not guaranteed, and it IS not even decidable [AbS189]
Note that due to the presence of anvented old’s, the
determmlstlc semantics of LOGRES 1snot exactly functaonal m the sense of [AbS189], that IS, the binary relation 7(R) 1s not a mapping
However, all the I correspondmg to an E m 7(P) are lsomorphlc to each
other Therefore, LOGRES programs are determanate,
1 e they define partial functions up to renammg of old’s
Thus, we can talk of the instance of (E, R, S)
We first define the triple
(PFI, ?TFI, VFI)
=
(pi , AE , YE), as follows
El

,tk)

If

cE3

Definition
5 Given a set of facts F, with an assoelated triple (TF, PF, IQ-), a valuataon 0 of F IS a partial
function from constants, variables and terms to o-values,
such that
l
If k 1s a constant of type 7, and k E [T],~, then
B(k) = k
l
If X 1s a variable of type 7, B(X) 1s m IT],,, and the
3Recall that LOGRES rules may also contam bterals
where not all the arguments are quoted However, m glvmg
the valuation, we suppose that these rules be rewritten SO
that all the arguments are present
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assocrated to two drfferent varrables, or to the same vanable with two different substrtutrons
Point b) performs the generatron of new old’s Note
that the umcrty condltron Imposed m pomt b) ensures
the determmlsm of the computatron, smce each computation step can only generate one old for each variable
Note also that, by defimtron of valuatron domam, once
a rule r has been fired for a certam substrtutlon, and an
old has been generated, that rule cannot generate any
more old’s for the same substrtutron
We now define the two sets of posrtrve facts and negatzve facts produced by a deductron step For any pair
(R, E) we have
A+(R, E) =
,~(b(r))X~) such that 3 E R with a
wdwxl~
posrtlve head
,Xn) with
b(r) E VD(E, R) and b(r) 1s a
WG,
ground instance of the body of r}
A-(R, E) =
, r](b(r))X,),
such that 3r E R wrth a
m7w))xl~
negative head
, Xn) with b(r) E VD(E, R) and b(r) 1s a
-(xl
I
ground instance of the body of r}

F” = E,
F’+l rs such that (F’, F’+‘) E rrnf (R)
I E 7”‘(R, E) = F” = Fk such that Fk = Fk+’ If
such a k exists
PI = p$, TrI = Yr;, VI = v;
The determmlstrc semantics of a program 1sundefined
If there 1s no fixpomt of the sequence Fc’, F’,
, or if all
the fixpomts generated are mconslstent

The one-step mflatronary operator 1s defined by
means of A+ and A- Note that A+ and A- are not
necessaraly drqoznt We define the one-step mllatlonary
operator for the step z + 1
ONE-STEP
INFLATIONARY
OPERATOR
step i+l
Given
(F, F,+l)F’ = t~~iv-,~~s),
we define +w(R)
=
Wl
rF1+1, +‘+I)
a8 fol(PF'+',
low;
Let VAR’ = ((F’@A+(R, F’))-A-(R,
F’)) @ (F’n
A+(R, F*) n A-(R, F*))
Then
VP E .A, pFl+1(P)
= {(Xl,
,X,,)
such that
,X,J
E
VAR’}
Wl,
such that P(self
= {s
VP E c, rF’+l(p)
,X,J E VAR’}
s, Xl,
If P(self
VP
E c, t/s
E ?++l(p)
VAR
then vF’+l(S)
=
s,
Xl,
,L)
E
(fwl,

AL)

Where, given two sets of ground facts G and G’, the
composztaon G @ G’ 1s defined as follows
VP E A, PC18G, (PI = PC21
(PI u PG2v-9
VP E c, AG1@G., (p) = KG1 (p) u TGa (p)
VP E C, and VS E TG~~+G,(P)
- If S E ?TGa(P), then UG~CBG:, (s) = vc2(s)
- If S E TG,(P) and 4’
E XG~(P), then
uGddS)
= uG1 ts)
In practice, we ehmmate from the umon of G and G’
the set of ground facts of G that have the same old but
different o-values from some fact of G’ Note that @ 1s
noncommutattve
The resulting instances I = (PI,~I,YI)
such that
(E, I) belongs to the semantics 7(R) for the program
R with extensional mstance E are obtamed as follows
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